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Mission
Focused on thoughtful craftsmanship 
and sustainable practices, we strive 
to create pieces of the highest qual-
ity. We believe in design without rules, 
and in paying homage to the great 
indoors.

Our Story
Dove and Donkey delights in curated 
objects and textiles for the home. 
Founded by an interior designer with 
a passion for spaces and an obsession 
with quality, we were born of a desire 
for something unique; unique colors, 
textures, and pieces that can be com-
bined effortlessly. We believe design 
can be thoughtful and playful, fresh 
but never dated, and always inspired 
by you. Coming from a place of col-
laboration, we approach sustainability 
and production with a respect for both 
our partners and the environment.
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Materials / Techniques

Dove and Donkey products are designed in Boston. We then seek out small factories 

and cooperatives that have a positive working environment, as well as equitable pay 

practices. The hand-dyed cottons and hand-painted stripes in our collection come 

from Casa Almacen, a family-owned factory and textile business based in Argentina. 

We work with Millma & Qaytu, based in Peru, to source our fair trade alpaca yarns and 

several of our knit products. All yarn is hand-spun and hand-dyed- it takes days to spin 

1 kilogram of yarn, 2 days to dye the yarn, and 2 days for it to dry. It takes artisan part-

ners 2-3 weeks to knit each blanket. We also work with Textialpaca, an environmentally-

friendly factory based in Peru, on our other knit products. Artisan partners at Textial-

paca create the fringes on our Lacey, Woolly Mammoth and Space Between Us throws 

by hand. They also hand-embroider our Hey Baby throws, and hand-sew the interior 

whipstitches in our Patched Up bedcover. 

Community Involvement

Dove and Donkey’s Love Triangle shop sells gently used and sample products, with all 

profits going to a featured organization (or two) each season. For gently used items, 

profits include the sale price minus any shipping and/or cleaning expenses for vintage 

pieces. For sample, slightly imperfect, or discontinued pieces, the profit is calculated mi-

nus the cost of goods and shipping. This season, Dove and Donkey is donating all Love 

Triangle proceeds to Artists for Humanity and Urbanity Dance, both of which promote 

accessibility, foster compassion and create positive environments for growth in Boston. 

Dove and Donkey has also collaborated with both organizations in building the com-

pany: talented teens at Artists For Humanity designed the logo concept and Urbanity 

dancers modeled products throughout the collection.



FOUNDER: SHEILA GALLIGAN

After many years in the world of interior design, Sheila saw the need for a collection 
of home textiles and objects that are unique in texture and design yet multifunctional. 
She founded Dove and Donkey with a desire to bring such products to the market-
place. She believes that the relationship with the collaborator is as important as the 
end product and seeks to work with people who share this vision.

FOUNDER: JADINE GREENAWAY

Hailing from Montserrat, West Indies, Jadine migrated to the U.S. at the age of 8. 
Though she swiftly integrated into her new home, she brought much of her island 
culture with her. With a great love for costume design and production, she is actively 
involved in international carnivals and the Caribbean music scene. Her keen eye for 
detail and quality led her to Barneys New York, where she spent many years advising 
a wide range of clients. Jadine’s experience in the luxury goods market, coupled with 
her unique sense of style, made Dove and Donkey the perfect collaboration.
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Dove and Donkey strives to bring you the most unique objects, colors, 

and textures. All pieces are created with the highest qualit materials and 

the most nimble hands. Most importantly, they are meant to be loved for 

many years to come. Designed in Boston and made wherever the don-

key may travel.

The Space Between Us Throw
Starting at $300

The Lacey Throw  $350
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The Woolly Mammoth Throw  $625
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Made of suri alpaca and wool, this throw is per-
fection. We love it draped on a bed, or wrapped 
around your shoulders. The rare suri fiber gives this 
throw a lustrous, silky feel, and the chunky fringe 
takes on a life of its own!

Origin: Peru



SUSTAINABILITY
We seek to work with organizations and factories that care about the people they 

employ and the communities in which they operate. Our partner factories also 

work to reduce waste and energy use in manufacturing. 

We are conscious of the resources that go into making our products. Our goal is 

to create sustainable goods that are kind to both people and the planet. 

Strings Attached Throw  $320

Hey Baby What's Your 
Sign  $325

Bolsa Throw  $300
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French Laundry Tee  $80

Copley Crew  $115
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Faux Pocket Tee  $80
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Van Gogh Hoodie  $160

Tardy Donkey is devoted to individuality, craft and versatility. 
Extraordinary and basic but never extraordinarily basic! That’s 
our mantra. We designed Tardy Donkey pieces to be the 
wardrobe staples we love, but could never quite find. Trends 
come and go but  certain basics never go out of style. These 
items pair well with just about anything in your closet. We take 
everyday pieces and elevate them with vintage elements and 
unique details.



Media 
Resources

Please contact Regan Communications if you have further questions, 
or if you would like to request media samples or an interview with the 
founders of Dove and Donkey + Tardy Donkey. Supplemental images, 
products details, or any other general information are also available.
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Contact Info

For Dove and Donkey + Tardy Donkey:

Sarah Stewart
scox@regancomm.com
617.763.6727

Greta Masi
gmasi@regancomm.com
310.740.5164

Dove and Donkey

CLIENT:

Social Media

Instagram:  @doveanddonkey
Facebook:   @doveanddonkey
Website:      doveanddonkey.com

MADE WITH

Alpaca Wool
Natural Dyes
Cotton

Tardy Donkey

CLIENT:

Social Media
Instagram:  @tardy_donkey
Facebook:   @tardydonkey
Website:       tardydonkey.com


